Synopsis

The best pocket drug guide yet! Rely on this handy reference for at-the-bedside guidance on the safe administration of medications to adult, pediatric, and geriatric patients, as well as pregnant and lactating women, and those with renal impairments. Every detail is designed to make it easy for you to find the information you need "in a snap. It's small enough to fit in your pocket, but large enough to be easy to read at a glance. And you can count on it for accuracy because it's drawn from Davis's Drug Guide database.
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Customer Reviews

Super reference well structured and well written as a handy reference. Good for those at all levels who need rapid answers. Useful to for publishers to consider an online version. eyedaktari

I chose this reference book because it was one that my friend picked up and swore that it was a great help to her. I thought "why not". Well here's why not. If you wanted to have a book that let you know of what the medication is and what is normally prescribed, then this is the book you want. If you also want to know how slow to push IV medications like Lasix or anything, this is not the reference guide you need. I would have thought that it was easy to just add this information in the book, but they didn't. Anyway, because I am pretty cheap, I will be writing the information in my pocket guide as I go along. Hopefully someone always has an actual drug guide with them if I don't know the timing.
Great idea, but I have found many missing medications. This book just isn't thorough enough for nursing students. If you already have a good grasp on your medications this would be a nice addition to your tools, however, I don't know that I am going to keep it. Just didn't work out that great for me.

My hospital has some SLOW computers. When my computer gets slow, I use this to look up my drugs and it’s actually faster.

Hard to find reference. Product came promptly and was as advertised.
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